
DOCUMTENARY


Darn Rain

like :

expression on faces - so indicative being caught in the rain

good story and rain is obvious

like the bright colors that contrast with grey and rain

improvement:

person behind the woman is distracting as is background.  Can’t change b/c it’s a 
documentary and hard to change moment of taking picture
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Daffodils in bloom

like:

love  graceful curvy leading lines 

lovely representation of springtime

foreground, middle and background are interesting and in focus

improvement:

wold like to see people more to the right. They seem to get lost over on the left

crop out about an inch on right side - weeds or bush.  A step to right may have eliminated it.

13


Student night life

Likes:

Indicative of students now.  

Like how faces are illuminated.  

Like the curve of hammocks contrasting with straight trees

Improvement:

A step or two  to the right may have allowed a shot that lessened the effect of the lights and 
distractions on bridge

Street lights  and lights on water are distracting from students 
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Intently Watching

Like:

Has impact with eyes and black squared up with viewer

Focus is wonderful and I really enjoy the light on the shoulder and back

Improvements:

A catch light in the yees and a bump up in shadows to better define them

Ditto with the front feathers which need a little definition
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Hidden Treasure

Like:

The colors on the children in contrast with the forest

Catching the watchful expression on the girls face is wonderful

Like that the photographer was at the same level as the children.

Improvements:

The image seems a little too cropped to the point of loosing detail especially in the hair of each 
child.  

The image would benefit from a wider aperture to put focus on the children and get less of the 
back ground in focus.
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Yee Haw

Like:

LIke that this is an action shot

SS was just right to get the water looking rough and fast.

Improvements

Would like to see the face of the person

Not sure what the black scribble splotches at the atop are but they are distracting.  Perhaps 
crop  all of that out so there is just the tuber and water.
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Charmer

Like:

I love the eye contact with the viewer.  

There is a balanced of textures with the smooth skin contrasting with the hair and the shirt.

I enjoy the nice variety of grays in the image.

Improvements”

I feel the back ground is a little distracting and would like this handsome young man against a 
plainer background.
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